
Amazon Headquarter London // Lighting & Design: Michael Grubb Studio // Textile: Decolux
Photo: Michael Grubb Studio
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As a leading manufacturer of optical textiles, we have 
been committed to the research and development of 
new products since the mid-2000s and are exploring 
new fields of application for our textiles with great 
innovation.

The starting point for the development of our lighting 
technology special fabric ETTLIN LUX® was the 
question of how to design light - independent of the 
already known materials - with textiles.

The objective was to develop a textile that on the one 
hand is translucent and on the other gives the medium 
of light another exciting dimension. The birth of 
ETTLIN LUX®.

What is ETTLIN LUX®?

ETTLIN LUX® is a worldwide unique and patented 
textile, which creates three-dimensional lines of light 
from light sources, which are arranged behind the 
textile. As a result, ETTLIN provides LUX® provides a 
fascinating combination of aesthetics and lighting 
design.

Depending on the arrangement, fabric type and 
distance of the light source to the textile can be 
designed almost endlessly many lighting effects. 
ETTLIN LUX® products always have one thing in 
common: they fascinate viewers.

With a team of interior designers, product designers and engineers, we 
continue to work on finding new ways to use our textiles.

Optical Depth: ca. 30 - 60 cm

Detail drawing optical depth

Installation Space Distance: 5 - 20 cm

RGB LED

ETTLIN LUX®

LIGHT STRUCTURE
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OUR
TEXTILES

An ideal combination of textile and light

Decolux is an ideal combination of aesthetic 
surfaces and pleasant haptics combined with 
three-dimensional lighting design. The effect 
lines of Decolux create exciting accents and 
increase attention. Thanks to the textile, 
decorative surface, Decolux is also convincing 
when switched off.

Fabric for glass and acrylic

The ETTLIN LUX® Mood fabric is mainly used 
for lamination in glass or acrylic. With intense 
effect lines, the light sources are most visible. 
Its processing options are diverse: embedded 
in glass or acrylic or as textile covering.

ETTLIN LUX® Decolux ETTLIN LUX® Mood

—  Color: black and white             
—  Textile feel             
—  Can be combined with acoustic panels             
—  Recommended for decorative applications             
—  Fire protection class: B1             
—  Usable width: 1.95 m             
—  Roll length: 5 m | 10 m | 30 m             
—  Laminatable : no
—  Printable: yes             
—  Clarity: opaque             
—  Processing: piping | can be glued all around 

or over the entire surface | tacking             

—  Color: silver and black             
—  Technical appearance             
—  Light source is visible             
—  Intensive lighting effect             
—  Recommended for glass and acrylic 

laminates             
—  Fire protection class: B1             
—  Usable width: 2.00 m             
—  Roll length: 5 m | 10 m | 30 m             
—  Laminatable: yes             
—  Printable: no           
—  Clarity: high             
—  Processing: piping | can be glued all around | 

Tacking | Laminate             
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FRAME SYSTEMS

Our frame systems come in different sizes and 
shapes. Equipped with the ETTLIN LUX® textiles, they 
become textile light boxes that can be used on walls, 
ceilings or freestanding.

Our frame systems are available in three versions:

•    BASIC
•    STANDARD
•    PROFESSIONAL

Project planning

We support you from the beginning to the installation 
with our project planning team.

The right solution for you in just three steps:

1.     Fabric selection
        From three types of fabric (Decolux , Miracle and
        Mood) choose the right fabric for your project.

2.     Frame system
        Depending on the application, you can select the 
        type and shape of the frame system for your 
        lighting design project.

3.     Effect type
        You choose the kind of light effect (static or  
        dynamic) that your light design concept should 
        bring forward.

DISTANCE: ca 5- 20 cm

RGB LED

ETTLIN LUX®

CLAMPING FRAME PROFILE

piping is sewed onto
ETTLIN LUX® Textile

Detail drawing piping system 

FRAME LED TEXTILE

Customizable frame systems: E�ective in shape and light

Ask for our
sample frame

set!
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Customizable frame system 
with ETTLIN LUX® fabric for 
your own lighting design

You would like to work with 
ETTLIN LUX® in your project and 
carry out the light installation 
yourself? No problem - with our 
BASIC frame system, you have the 
lighting design in your own 
hands.

Frame system with ETTLIN LUX® 
fabric, pre-assembled LEDs and 
dynamic light effect

The PROFESSIONAL frame system 
is our ETTLIN LUX® premium 
product. The dynamic LED 
backplane offers almost infinite 
effects. Depending on your 
wishes, you can always create 
new, individual light animations. 
We are happy to assist you.

Frame system with ETTLIN LUX® 
fabric, pre-assembled LEDs and 
static light effect

You would like to work with 
ETTLIN LUX® in your project and 
leave the LED installation to us? 
With our frame system 
STANDARD we offer you the 
complete ETTLIN LUX® package 
with static light effect.

ADAC Freiburg // Textile: Decolux 
Photo: Bernhard Strauss

Frame system

STANDARD
Frame system

PROFESSIONAL
Frame system

BASIC

The BASIC frame system includes:

—  Frame on measure             
—  Customizable in size, depth and 

color             
—  Assembled and piped 
    ETTLIN LUX® textile      
—  Back plate for independent 

LED mounting             
—  Possible printing, frame sizes 

and prices on request             

The STANDARD frame system 
includes:

—  Frame on measure             
—  Customizable in size, depth and 

color             
—  Assembled and piped 
    ETTLIN LUX® textile             
—  LED installation with static light 

effect             

The PROFESSIONAL frame system 
includes:

—  Frame on measure             
—  Customizable in size, depth and 

color             
—  Assembled and piped 
    ETTLIN LUX® fabric             
—  LED installation with dynamic 

lighting effect             
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Unique, three-dimensional light structures, 
energy-saving LEDs and individual customized items 
are just some of the features that distinguish the 
luminaires of ETTLIN LUX®. You have an idea? The 
application possibilities of our products are almost 
unlimited. Talk to us.

Our luminaire collection:

—  MATRIX ring light             
—  MATRIX floor lamp             
—  MAGMA cylindric light             

In cooperation with Peters Leuchten and Kardorff 
Ingenieure Lichtplanung we work on our product 
developments. We bring our know-how to special 
fabrics in combination with the knowledge of lighting 
design and thus create unique luminaires with a deep 
effect. We realize versatile lighting concepts based on 
high quality products and custom made.

Unique lights for your project: with 3D lighting e�ect

We support you
in the planning &
realization of your

project!

MAGMA cylindric light  with ETTLIN LUX® Miracle
Textile

MATRIX floor lamp with ETTLIN LUX® Miracle Textile
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Excellent and striking 

What is special about this ring 
light that by their three-
dimensional light effect and the 
high quality a real eye-catcher in 
the interior design is created. This 
product can be customized and 
used in almost every project.

The MATRIX ring light Duo is for 
example, in the following sizes 
available:

—  Ø 1.000 mm (84 W) 
—  Ø 1.500 mm (130 W) 
—  Ø 2.000 mm (178 W)

Glass lamp with downlight 

The MAGMA cylindric light is 
used indoors and can be varied in 
color and lighting effect. The 
special fabric (Miracle) of 
ETTLIN LUX® is encased in glass 
and makes the cylindric light look 
very noble. In addition, a 
downlight provides the 
appropriate lighting.

The MAGMA cylindric lamp is, for 
example, in the following heights 
available:

—  340 mm (27 W)
—  680 mm (48 W)

Accent lighting in the form of a 
floor lamp

Designed by ETTLIN LUX® and 
Peters lights, we bring the 
three-dimensional optical effect in 
the form of a floor lamp to 
illuminate. In this way the series 
can be adapted to the space 
context. 

The MATRIX floor lamp is 
available, for example, in the 
following version:

—  Height: 1.900 mm 
—  Diameter: 400 mm
—  Power: approx. 80 W

MATRIX

Floor lamp
MAGMA

Cylindric light
MATRIX

Ring light
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Estelle uses three-dimensional lighting effects to 
create a moving atmosphere that captivates the 
senses. Individual points of light form curved arcs 
with a fascinating depth effect. By a touch, these 
adapt to the individual desires to create the perfect 
mood. 

Embedded in a protective body of glass, the 
technology shows itself in all its brilliance and creates 
a very special light. Their light brings more than just 
lighting into the room. Their light creates 
atmosphere. The Vanory lamp is available as a 
pendant or table lamp from us.

Smart luminaires with ETTLIN LUX® textiles
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ESTELLE TABLE

Innovative lighting technology integrated in 
handmade glass and the textile Mood from 
ETTLIN LUX®

Each Estelle luminaire blends innovative lighting 
technology with hand-crafted glass and specially woven 
textile made by ETTLIN LUX®. Like all other items, they are 
made from carefully selected materials from selected 
manufacturers who are considered to be masters of their 
craft. In the vanory lighting factory, they are carefully 
assembled, individually numbered and accurately 
checked. Because the highest value is placed on the 
perfect execution of every single manufactured luminaire.

ESTELLE SUSPENSION

Smart pendant light with floating light effects for a 
charming atmosphere in the room

Despite the many possibilities, one thing remains very 
simple: the operation. As with a conventional light, it is 
sufficient to switch on and off. The screen is illuminated 
sensor-controlled to match the light of the lamp. Is a 
different mood desired, only needs to touch the touch 
panel on the lamp or a click in the vanory smartphone app. 

Photos: vanory
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MIRROR

Bring a new and surprising element to your interior 
design project, extending the depth of the room at 
the same time. In addition to the functional aspect, 
the two mirror products ETTLIN LUX® Lighteffect 
Mirror and Mirrorglass are also convincing with their 
light effect in the mirror image.

Depending on the project requirements, we have the 
right product in our ETTLIN LUX® mirror series: 

-  ETTLIN LUX® Mirrorglass: A mirror glass with 
 lighting effects for customized design concepts

-  ETTLIN LUX® Lighteffect Mirror: A wall-mounted
 mirror  for visual highlights in interior design

ETTLIN LUX® Innovation: Deep light e�ects in the mirror image

ETTLIN LUX® Lighteffect Mirror
Photo: Nikolay Kazakov
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We have set ourselves 
the challenge to 
enhance the visual 
value of a functional 
product.

ETTLIN LUX® Lighteffect Mirror
LEDs OFF

ETTLIN LUX® Lighteffect Mirror
LEDs ON



PLANNING
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Benefit from our experience and expertise in the 
high-quality ETTLIN LUX® products.

Our experienced team of interior designers, 
architects and technicians designs your installation 
according to your individual needs. On request also 
with acoustically effective materials.

Our competencies:

— Concept             
— Lighting design             
— Design concept             
— Material advice             
— Installation situation             
— CAD             
— Planning             
— Sample Buildings             

We support you in the planning and realization
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BMW Museum Munich "Raum der Motoren" 2017 // Textile: Decolux
Photo: ETTLIN LUX®
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REFERENCES

Hypovereinsbank // Textile: Miracle
Photo: Klaus Frahm, Hamburg



Elbphilharmonie "Sinfonie der Tausend" 2017 // Light sculptures: rosalie // Textile: Decolux
Photo: Wolf-Dieter Gericke
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Brussels Airport 2018 // Textile: Decolux
Photo: ACTLD

BMW Pavillon Munich 2016 // Textile: Decolux
Photo: Dirk Daniel Mann

Brussels Airport 2018 // Textile: Decolux
Photo: ACTLD
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Amazon Headquarter London // Lighting & Design: Michael Grubb Studio // Textile: Decolux
Photo: Michael Grubb Studio

Amazon Headquarter London // Lighting & Design: Michael Grubb Studio // Textile: Decolux
Photo: Michael Grubb Studio
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medbase Kriens Krefeld // Textile: Decolux
Photo & design by fit & wellness concept GmbH

Lightframe and Ring Lights at E.G.O. 
Photo: Nikolay Kazakov
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Cineplex Baden-Baden // Textile: Mood in glass
Photo: AHA! Einrichtungen

L’Osteria in Dortmund with MATRIX Ring Lights and Floor Lamps
Photo: Linus Lintner



ETTLIN Spinnerei und Weberei Produktions GmbH & Co. KG
Pforzheimer Str. 202

76275 Ettlingen
Germany

Phone: +49 7243 107 108
Fax: +49 7243 107 290 108

info@ettlinlux.com
ettlinlux.com

A brand of the ETTLIN Group


